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About This Content

This is the full soundtrack to fast-paced tactical sneak-‘em-up Stealth Bastard Deluxe, composed by Ricky Honmong. This
release contains extended versions of all the tracks in the game, plus a few tracks from the original Stealth Bastard prototype

thrown in! All 24 tracks are brought to you in high-quality MP3 format.

Add a little frisson of tactical espionage to your life by listening to this album in everyday locations, such as:

Public transport

Swimming pool

Post office

Old people’s home

Car wash

Haunted house

Jumble sale

… And many more!
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Track List:

Slicker

Cut Throat

Cacitt

Q-Querry

Fulzore

Ether

SE5

G Dope

Clowcarnage

Sickel

Skello

Zeko

The Game

Surefire

Tenzo

Katzzamaa Killer Wacky

Sheston

Wolfen

Sinstar

Ripstar

Chlocks

Party Out

Stemz

Krafter
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Title: Stealth Bastard Deluxe - Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Curve Studios
Publisher:
Curve Studios
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2 or better, Vista, Win7

Processor:Dual Core 2.5Ghz

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:DirectX 8.0 compatible

DirectX®:8.0

Hard Drive:250 MB HD space

English
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Having the pysical copy plus all its expansions and a bunch of promotion cards should show how much i enjoy this game.
I played this before it came on steam and i can savely say it is Certainly worth your attention!

Even playing against the AI (for which you dont have to pay) is already worth it!
There is no loss in it for you. just try the game out and if ya do not enjoy the core experience you lost nothing but 10 minutes of
your time~

if you do enjoy it. my friend your gonna Love playing more of it.
The expansions add a ton more Variation and stuff to the game.
Events are triggers that activate once they appear.
Base and battleships add as the name says. More bases and battleships!
gambit Set is the odd one out as it has some very unique mechanics.

Overall its so worth your time. now we just goto wait for the Colony wars set!

cant wait to play this 2v2 :D. 9,5/10 Needs final killcam and private lobbies. Good graphics and audio, You get a good feeling of
being the gunjack in the turret. It can get a little repetitive but is a good experience for the price.. Got it from a 65 cent random
key... I want my 65 cents back... game constantly crashes, its poorly optimised, it physically makes no sense. At least it has allot
of cheap cards :). It's Mahjong..... the one that comes with every install of windows. Don't expect anything different.

I did like some of the later puzzles, the time limit actually gets pretty challenging.

Also boobies....... I can't remember the last time when I listened to such great music while playing a match. It gives me chills 
every time.

Totally worth those 6\u20ac.. I'd like to start off with, I love Endless Loop and their business model, how they work
with their games, and I'm pleased to say I was able to be part of the testing for this game (And I like their previous
games as well)

So, of course, YES I recommend the game, all of this is being said about a completely early access game, and I can't
recommend it enough, the dev team is responsive, and caring, they listen, and wish for "help" (So to speak) with what
they could do to make the game better. During the test they were VERY receptive and fixed alot of the main bugs
within the first week of the game being out, then they ironed out alot of the other bugs (Of course not all but.... can you
really iron out ALL bugs from a game?). They're continually adding new things to the game making the replay value so
much better, and it's pretty good already.

The gameplay itself can get kinda tedious but for me, I LOVE these kinds of games, so I don't care as much as other's
might. My biggest issue is just that my thumb gets kinda tired from spamming the attack button lol. For difficulty, it
varies, but in it's current state it feels ok, sometimes I notice some balancing issues (With an enemy knight being
REALLY overpowered just plowing through out of nowhere for example), but overall it's a very playable game for
pros and beginners alike.

So yes, I fully recommend the game, and don't let the price fool you, it's a pretty full game with a ton of potential
matched with a dev team that will open it's full potential!. 0ne of the few games that kept me reading all the NPC talks
in each zone, and I`m not even Mexican, lol. Beautiful, rich game. Congratz to all the team that worked on this project
and all the supporters.. Terrible, the original was the best and they keep making them worse with each installment.
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For the accessible methods made possible by RPG Maker softwares, these game products can be a hit-or-miss due to its
technical limitations and easy making. Playing through the first half hour of The Albino Hunter, I was afraid that this would
have proven the worse case due to familiar stock soundtracks and certain resources.

Going further still and past the demo length of the game, I've grown accustomed to the game's nature. What kept me going was
its elaborate dialogue writing, the humor and its fourth-wall tropes. These are the strengths that help define it more as an
adventure game rewarding exploration with turn-based combat coming by the player's choice or part of a story, rather than being
overly present during exploration as standard JRPG games do.

I'm glad I didn't give up playing during the linear beginning part because as the game progresses, free reins are given to find new
quests of different sorts; which upon completion get rewarding practically but primarily story-wise. Many characters are
memorable and every one of them have their own quirks that add to the game's humor value. It shows that the dev team Cherry
Co. Studios made this game with care, judging by the rich and enticing dialogues put into it while not shying from poking fun at
both themselves and the JRPG tropes. They also show signs of activity in improving and fixing bugs in their game because, even
at its flawed state, it's already fun and satisfactory as a whole.. Doesn't work. Money wasted. It keeps telling me to go to the
webpage to update the client, but I can't find an update... Only recognised a Thrustmaster T300 rs once in five goes, then I
couldn't get anything to work properly.. This game is highly unstable and should be avoided. Very poor gameplay.. Great pack,
Just wish the one with the sexy ladies were 400+ pieces :P. Writing after completing Damian's route, and will update later if my
opinion changes. (Edited after completing Rick and Monty's routes.)

Bought this game at 50% off during the Steam Winter Sale 2018.

In a VN like this, I expect to have my adjustable auto/skip options, scrolling to move backwards and reread content, and
branching stories without too much overlapping content. On the technical front, this VN meets my expectations for a game of its
full price, and exceeds that of quite a few games that I've played at the same, or even higher. Writing quality is consistent and
the minor errors in grammar won't jump out at you unless you're actively looking for them. (In Monty's route I noticed more
than in the others, I was likely looking for them.)

As other reviewers have mentioned, there are some common (but harmful) BL/yaoi tropes that appear in this game. That does 
not mean the writing is bad. I want to give huge credit to the writers. I like that the game is about exploring sexuality, but it's not
the only thing the story has to offer. Overall I'm okay with that. It's kind of a thing in BL/yaoi stories. As much as I would've
liked to make a couple more decisions in Damian's route or had the opportunity to let Alex reject him more, the heat-of-the-
moment actions do build into a genuine relationship if you stand up for Alex.

In Damian's route, he behaves like a prick from start to the 2/3 point. Alex is consciously aware of Damian's terrible attitude
and shady behaviors. If Alex plays along with Damian's sexcapades and never rejects him or asserts himself as an individual,
Damian never learns. He doesn't realize that he appreciates Alex for more than his body. He doesn't pull himself together to
behave. Alex is left dejected and going home to a disappointed family. To achieve Damian's Good End, Alex has to show
agency. He has to refuse doing the things that make him uncomfortable, but he also has to be compassionate. And I liked that
message a lot. This ended up being my favorite route.

I also want to give a nod to the feelings that Alex expresses during Rick and Monty's routes. In both, Alex verbalizes his
discomfort with the predicaments they are in. Alex calls Monty out for being possessive, and shares his insecurities about Rick's
engagement. The fact that good endings are achieved by calling out the guys on their BS makes me happy.

Alex is a lovable MC at a weird time in his development that gets tossed into a new environment. He's fun to follow, and I
enjoyed how distinct his personality remained throughout the story. It was nice. I liked him a lot more than the MCs of other
VNs I've played. He has agency and attitude. His actions have consequences. These are things that I can't praise enough that get
brushed off way too often.

Finally, here's my shortlist of gripes because I'm a spoiled long-term veteran to the genre.

 I would've been thrilled by having a couple more variations of the CGs and sprite/expression sheets. I love expressions
as much as I do CGs. But as-is, I have no issue with the amount or the quality of CGs this game offers.
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 Sprite placement bottom-left inconsistent. Not a huge problem.

 My precious achievements that I care about way less than literally anything else

 Young characters + dangerous tropes = people that aren't me are going to complain, but I'd like to see the exploration of
those arcs more which leads into the next couple things.

 Want more exploration into not only Alex's growth as a person, but in that of his friends during each route. I would've
loved to see more of them all as individuals and then see their roles in the friend group touched upon.

 Want more 1910. There was an opportunity to build a little more of the setting. We got it with Alex's fear of being
caught committing indecent actions, but I want more of this in the future.

 Want a more tactful approach to the twists. Dropping more hints throughout the story, even subtle ones, can be an
effective way of not making the reader feel overwhelmed. Damian's Good End had me like wat.

. So bad game. This sucks.. LVL 1 VS LVL 3 No balance at all!. 0.5 Hours (30 Minutes)

Got very repetative to be honest but is challenging. If you like puzzle games or want a challenge play this but i would probably
play this in different sittings. But well worth it!
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